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2 of 2 review helpful Great Overview of Barfield By Customer Covers lots of topics gives a taste of several books and 
issues and editor writer does a great job in explaining Barfields esoteric terms and style as well as his predilection for 
spiritism This a solid addition to the inkling collection Owen Barfield was one of the most original and stimulating 
thinkers of the twentieth century the man that C S Lewis said could not speak on any subject without illuminating it 
the man whose writings have won praise from figures as diverse as T S Eliot and Saul Bellow Walter de la Mare and 
Howard Nemerov W H Auden and Marshall McLuhan This comprehensive overview supplements major selections 
with numerous short supporting passages form the whole corpus of his writi ldquo Among the extraordinary group of 
English scholars The Inklings C S Lewish and J R R Tolkien were more famous in the time but none thought more 
rigorously and clearly about language and meaning than Owen Barfield His intellectual performance is f 
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